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THE CLINICAL USE OF DIFFERENCE SCORES:
SOME PSYCHOMETRIC PROBLEMS
Raymond B. Cattell
Hawaii School of Professional Psychology

ABSTRACT
Some pure statisticians have raised such difficulties regarding difference
scores that clinicians and others who are bound to use them have been doing so
only with trepidation.
This article examines the dependability of difference scores as a function of(l)
the dependability of the single occasion scores, (2) the correlation between preand post-interval scores, (3) the pre-post difference of means and (4) the relative
pre-post standard deviation -all in regard to the same variable measured twice
on the same people.
Uncorrelated pre- and post-scores, equal or unequal in variance, yield
differences with no larger percent error than the single occasion scores. The
difference score has highest dependability with a negative pre-post correlation,
and is reduced finally to zero with a positive, except when before and after
standard deviations are different.
The suitability of procedures depends on the psychological model one is using
- merely itemetric or heeding structures recognized in trait and state theory. In
the latter one must distinguish between the "instant" pre-post dependability
coefficient and the long term stability C!oefficient, in which the true score itself
alters. A trait constancy coefficient of0.5, not uncommon over, say, six months of
therapy, results in a reduction of a difference score dependability coefficient of0.9
to 0.82, which can readily be compensated by a Spearman-Brown calculated
increase of test length. More important than what some statisticians have
emphasized is the need for getting equal interval properties in the test, by pannormalization or relational simplex principles.
INTRODUCTION
Clinical psychology seems long to have been content to use measurement only
in initial personality assessment and diagnosis. With the advent of more analytic
measures of factor source traits, as in the 16 PF, the Guilford-Zimmerman, the
HSPQ, MAT, etc., it is now possible to monitor progress and adjust therapeutic
tactics to the changes found. A rationale for such procedures, with illustrations,
has recently been given by Cattell (1980), combining measurement with the
principles of structured learning theory.
In the end, all such clinical direction hinges on the reliability of change
measures, i.e. of a difference score on the same trait or state measure between two
occasions on the same person. The provocation of the present article is that
certain statisticians, e.g. Cronbach & Furby (1970) started such doubts about
difference scores that even committees for graduate students' theses have been
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So we have:

(3)
If instead of separating the trait part in to a fixed and fluctuah t part we had left
it as t' J (= tJ + tfJ) then tJ' and t'2 · would correlate positively and the whole
observed score of the two measures·involved in the difference score would do so.
The doubters of difference scores, using that model, rightly perceive that the
ensuing positive correlation will produce a negative covariance, so that the ratio
of true to error score in the difference score will be lower than in the single
occasion scores. However, we wish here to see how things will behave in what
seems a more realistic model.
Historically, let us note that this tendency for a significant positive correlation
between pre- and post-experimental (or developmental) scores led to Lord (1958)
and other competent statisticians in psychometry, to suggest using difference
scores derived by partialling out the pre from the post score, i.e. removing the
correlation. By some this was viewed also as taking the error on occasion 1 out of
occasion 2 and thus not dealing with double error. (Some ingenious variations
partialled the mean of pre- and post- from the difference.) This has a certain
neatness, but it is an arbitrary emasculation of nature that would remove all
chance of discovering any natural laws that might exist connecting original and
difference scored. For example, there are growth curves where growth is a
fu•n ction of the absolute level, and homeostatic laws where change is a function of
initial deviation.I
Our position will be that to tamper with the raw difference score (other than
the usual use of standard score transformations) is to ignore the most likely model
and certain real relations to it. If the proof of the pudding is the eating then the
internal and external consistency of the ·s cientific results we have so far obtained
in factoring difference scores (dR technique) in programmatic work (Cattell,
1979-1980; Horn, 1972) supports the direct - one might say honest - use of
untouched raw score differences. Admittedly particular precautions need to be
taken in so doing to reduce the admitted effect of pre-post correlation. These
precautions have been described elsewhere and include (1) Using longer tests to
raise the dependability coefficient of the single occasion measures themselves, (2) ·
Keeping conditions such as to maintain pre- and post- dependabilities essentially
equal, (3) Keeping pre- and post-variances equal, if necessary by putting them in
standard scores, and (4) Obtaining both dependability (re-test without time for
trait change) coefficients and stability (re-test after psychological change)
cofficients, to use in ways described below.
The precautions thus seen as necessary can be considered dictated by the
following causes of blurring of difference factor patterns (See Bartsch &
Nesselroade, 1973). In summary they are:

(1) That since raw scores from scales are not guaranteed to have equal interval
properties this will bring more serious distortion to difference scores than to
single occasion scores (Cattell, 1966, p. 366; 1978, p. 345).
(2) That if there is a large positive correlation between the before and the after
scores "the amount of error in a difference score can be about double that in a
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sources, which we agree are the dependability of the single occasion scores and
the correlation of pre- and post-scores are represented in variance terms as
follows:
Dependability
(Immediate retest)

and:
Stability
(Long term retest)

rd(tl ) =

o 2tl + o 2tfl

(6)

2

o tl + o 2tfl + o 2eJ

rs(tl) =
O'

2'

e

(7)

The coefficient of trait (or state) constancy (which is not a property of the test)
is:
0"

2

tl

rc(tl) = -2- - -2o tl +

(8)

o tfl

The algebra of derivingrd(2-1) from theseinvolvesseveral steps which can be
sketched in the main links:
·
1
=
rd - rs

(Substituting rd(2-1) =

O'

2

t +
,,2tf

O'

2

tf +
'

0

2

1
+~
rd(2-1) a 2 tf

t

(7)

(8)

(9)
(Substituting in (8))

rd - rs
rd(2-1)=-----1-_~~~~.....( rd - rs)

(10)

This is the required derivation of the directly unobservable rd(2-1) from
properties of the single occasion scores. But actually· re can scarcely be called
directly observable and fortunately we know (Cattell, 1973) that:
(11)

which nicely simplifies (10) to
r~ - rs
rd(2-1)=---~
- rs

(12)

To show what this means in terms of a frequently encountered range of values
we have taken in Table 1 dependability coefficients of .9, .8, and .7, and stability
coefficients of .7, .6, .5, 0 and -.5.
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dependability of the difference score a ctually exceeding that of the original single
occasion test.

So far we have proceeded with the usually reasonable assumption that the
variance components, o- 2t, o-2tf, and o-2c will be essentially the same in
proceeding from test to re-test. However it might alter, and, indeed, in the case of a
group-measured on, say, anxiety and re-measured under the influence of a
powerful common anxiety stimulus, modulation theory expects the standard
deviation to change proportionally to the change in mean (Cattell, 1979). Indeed,
Cattell & Brennan (In press) have shown that in both anxiety and depression the
group variance increases proportionally to the increase of the group mean
through the anxiety or depres.sion provoking modulating stimulus situation. It
seems best to handle this differently from Table 1, namely by showing the
variance changes which bring about the stability and constancy coefficient
changes. For simplicity we have held to a first administration dependability of
0.9 as in column 1 Table 1. By modulation theory (Cattell, 1973, 1979; Cattell &
Brennan, In press)
1st Occasion
2nd Occasion

(13(a))
(13(b))

SikJ = SkJL i
Sik2 = Sk2Li

where Sik is the state score of person i in situation k, Li is his prneness to that
emotion, and Sk is the modulator strength of the stimulus situation k. In our
notation so far Skl will equal (tJ + tfJ) and Sk2 will equal(tJ + tf2) so we can letL = t
and write
(14(a))

tJ + t{l = SkJtJ

and
(14(b))
whence tr= (1 + Sk)tJ in general.
To shift from modulator language to our present, let us call (1 + s k) some sing le
multiplier m. Then on the first occasion of measurement
(15(a))

OJ = tJ + mJtJ + eJ

and on second
(15(b))
The difference score will be
(02 - OJ)= (m2 - mJ)tJ + (e2 - eJ)

and the variance
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constancy coefficients (re's) reduce it, (iii) low dependability of the single occasion
scales reduce it, and (iv) gross differences of standard deviation between the two
occasions will reduce it.
(5) This article concentrates on (ii) and (iii) and shows, by analyzing the
variances entering into the various coefficients that(with assumption of stability
of each variance across two similar testings) the dependability of a difference
score is calculable as:
rd_-_r_s_
rd(2-1)=-1-rs
the dependabilities and stabilities being those of the single occasion.
Alternatively this can be stated in terms of the dependability and the trait
constancy by
rct<-1-rc)
rd(2-1) = - - - 1-rc. rd
the first deriving from observable -coefficients, the second from personality
theory concerning trait constancy.
(6)A table sets out therd(2-1) values from commonly encountered rd's and rs's,
in which it appears that(i) there is no difference score dependability when rd= rs,
(ii) difference score dependabilities are quite good with rd's about .8 to .9 and rs's
about0 to .7, (iii) with zero stability, which is the perfect state scale finding, the
difference scores have the same reliability as the single measure, (iv) in the
unusual event of negative stability coefficients the difference score exceeds in
dependability the single score.
(7) Modulation theory suggests that in state measurement the assumption of
constant variance at different situational modulator indices cannot be made. As
far as pursued here this seems not to invalidate the general evaluation of
difference dependabilities, but it does show that with perfect trait constancy and
high stability coefficients, that would on the first assumption reduce difference
dependability to zero, the differences now retain dependability.
(8) The importance of change measurement has long been recognized in
experiment, though more in bivariate ANOV A, than, until lately, multivariate
CORAN designs. Its importance in clinical psychology has only appeared ·
recently with the advent of tests capable of meaningfully measuring therapeutic
change (Karoly & Steffen, 1980; Waskow & Parloff, 1975; Cattell, Rickels, et al.
1966; Rickels & Cattell, 1969). The studies and experiments, however, have so far
scarcely once given attention to the basic problem of dependability of ordinary
difference scores.
(9) As change measurement comes to play a more important role it becomes
vital (i) to evaluate in each experiment the dependability ascribable to the given
difference scores, (ii) to give fuller meaning to the measures in terms of (a)
existing knowledge of traits and states (rather than mere variables) involved, (iii)
to be prepared to give more testing time, in order (by the Spearman-Brown
formula), to raise the dependability of the single measures to a level needed, in
relation to the anticipated stability coefficients, (iv) to give more serious attention
to the importance of equal unit scales in these areas. There are already available
two approaches - pan-normalization (Cattell, 1973) and the relational simplex
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t.
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